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Agriculture

by Robert L. Baker

Soybean futures prices tumble

At the same time, Commodities

Per capita stocks are heading for historic lows-which ought to
mean higher prices. Why are they dropping?
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July soybean futures contract sales
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that the latest V.S. Department of Ag

which lists current crop statistics,

priced above the cash price.

125 million bushels of soybeans

will be 125 million bushels, the lowest

price shOUld be higher. Instead, it is

riculture supply figures show that there
are

1988-89 ending stocks for soybeans
15 years. If Mr. Allen's esti

But if soybean stocks are short, the

going down.

available in stock.

level in
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the line that timely rains this summer

Now that it is an open secret that

hopes for the previously drought
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the mark¢t price down. But farmers

Because domestic soybean crush
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come to market until Nov.
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mate is right, the USDA is overesti
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Many market analysts are pushing

apparently have revived production

stricken Midwest and this is driving

export demand." He also says there is

bling downward? While the USDA and

and producers smell the rat of market
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In the same article, the reporter

sional actions are having depressing

depressed soybean market prices. The

that they had stopped using futures

gust soybean futures prices had fallen
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one of the biggest grain cartel firms.
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statement in fact may be too mild. In
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even more interesting news. Accord

Suspicion surrounds the more than

A combination of happenings has

Justice Department has just indicted
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